ECE Thesis Check & Editorial Services

Email thesis questions to: ece-thesis@illinois.edu
Or visit ECEB 2064-66: M-F 8:30-12, 1-4:30

Email questions about other editorial jobs (proposals, journal articles, book manuscripts, etc.) to jhutchin@illinois.edu.

Staff:

Jamie Hutchinson
Editor
2064 ECEB
jhutchin@illinois.edu
244-1854

Jan Progen
Editorial Assistant
2066 ECEB
progen@illinois.edu
333-2516

Upcoming Deadlines:

Nov 16: Last day to start ECE thesis check for Dec 2018 PhD
Nov 21: Last day to start ECE thesis check for Dec 2018 MS
Dec 7: Grad College deposit deadline for Dec 2018 PhD
Dec 14: Grad College deposit deadline for Dec 2018 MS

Mar 29: Last day to start ECE thesis check for May 2019 PhD
Apr 5: Last day to start ECE thesis check for May 2019 MS
Apr 19: Grad College deposit deadline for May 2019 PhD
Apr 26: Grad College deposit deadline for May 2019 MS

ECE Thesis Guide
What you need to know for departmental format approval

LaTeX Resources
Template files, ECE's LaTeX guide, links

Word Template for Small Master's Thesis
New: An adaptation of the template for ECE senior thesis writers
Useful Links

ECE Grad Manual, Graduate College, IDEALS, and more

**Handy downloads**
- **ECE thesis guide**
- **Checklist for PhD deposit**
- **Checklist for MS deposit**
- Hyphens & dashes cheat sheet
- Proofreader's marks
- Tips on breaking displayed math
- **NEW**: Using copyrighted work

**MS Word help**:
- Generating PDF
- Creating table of contents
- Title page template, MS
- Title page template, PhD
- Word template for small MS thesis

**Reference guides**:
- IEEE
- AIP
- Radio Science (AGU)